Data parallel programming is the most widely adopted paradigm for a large class of problems on traditional multicomputers (see SPMD programming model sidebar, p. 23). Nevertheless, it is a very hard task to preserve efficiency when this style is adopted on a cluster of heterogeneous nodes having nonuniform and time varying computational powers. Very popular packages, such as PVM and MPI, 1,2 allow the programmer to use these clusters as an homogeneous parallel virtual machine. However, they do not avoid the potential inefficiencies due to the unpredictable variability of usually shared resources. DAME, an acronym for DAta Migration Environment, overcomes such drawbacks by means of transparent supports that hide irregular network topology, adapt the data distribution dynamically to platform conditions, and mask the consequent nonuniform distribution to the programmer.
INTRODUCTION
Several economic and technical reasons motivate the increasing popularity of clusters of computers that are presently emerging as the most diffused machine platforms. 3, 4 Among these systems, DAME focuses on campus-wide clusters because, with respect to the problems here analyzed, the glass-house cluster is an instance of them (see Glossary sidebar, p. 22). The attractiveness of campus-wide clusters is finely motivated by Pfister: "while the workstation cycles that form the basis of cluster cost/performance ratio are cheap, unused workstation cycles are free". 4 At present, packages such as PVM and MPI emulate a generalized distributed memory multiprocessor in heterogeneous networked environments so as to appear as a single parallel virtual machine. They hide the heterogeneity due to the different operating systems and communication layers by providing the programmer with a common set of message-passing primitives. Even if they allow the programmer to write SPMD programs, the resulting parallel virtual machine is substantially different from traditional multicomputers for which SPMD was born (the features of the ideal SPMD machine are described in the first column of Table 1 ). A comparison between the first and the fourth column of Table 1 shows that PVM and MPI eliminate only one of the four main obstacles between parallel virtual and ideal SPMD machine. The potential inefficiencies due both to computing speed nonuniformity and the unpredictable variability of shared resources are still present.
If the peculiarities of the ideal machine are not fully guaranteed, the achievement of a satisfactory efficiency by means of an SPMD program is a very complex task that, at present, is completely left to the programmer. DAME aims to overcome these drawbacks by means of a programming environment (that is, a virtual SPMD machine) in which all the characteristics of the ideal machine are virtually achieved.
Although DAME takes advantage of the system software homogeneity guaranteed by frameworks such as PVM and MPI, it provides a simpler and more efficient environment for parallel programming on heterogeneous and nonuniform networked computers. Throughout this paper, when not differently specified, heterogeneous is adopted as synonymous with hardware and software heterogeneous. In particular, DAME hides the irregularity of the network topology, distributes the workload by taking into account the computational power of each node, and masks any consistent computing speed modification in the underlying platform through dynamic data migrations. However, DAME's scope and programming primitives are not comparable with the much wider purposes of PVM/MPI environments. DAME is oriented to data parallel regular computations with explicit communications. In the current version, it does not support task parallelism, while a version for irregular computations is still under study.
DESIGN OF THE DAME SYSTEM
The development of DAME aimed to reach three main goals:
• Efficiency -One of the main purposes is to limit performance degradation of data parallel programs running on nonuniform platforms. In order to meet this requirement : 1) DAME adapts the virtual SPMD machine to the actual platform conditions -Since SPMD programming is simplified if a regular topology can be assumed by the programmer, DAME embeds a virtual regular topology in the actual platform. In order to guarantee satisfactory efficiency, the embedding algorithm uses, as input parameters, the values which are obtained by a network benchmark executed just before program loading.
2) DAME adapts workload to the actual platform conditions -For SPMD programs, the amount of computation performed by each processing unit is usually proportional to the quantity of owned data entries. Since a satisfactory efficiency is achieved only by maintaining the workload proportional to the computational power of each node, DAME carries out a static and dynamic load balancing:°b efore the execution of a program, DAME distributes data automatically according to the computational power that each node can offer at startup time (suitable automatic benchmarks are provided to this purpose by DAME);°a t runtime, DAME provides a mechanism that adapts workload to variable node powers by means of workload monitoring (at check-load points) and transparent data migrations.
• Transparency-DAME shields the programmer from the need to implement any function that does not strictly concern the SPMD algorithm. In particular DAME preserves the total transparency of several auxiliary functions such as workload monitoring, reconfiguration decision algorithms and data migration.
Moreover, DAME provides the programmer with a library of primitives that allows him to design the communication/computation pattern of SPMD programs as though a regular 2D decomposition were available. In this way, the programmer is not required to manage nonuniform data distributions explicitly.
• Scalability -Hopefully, the addition of a node into a cluster will reduce the program execution time. In fact, the achievement of this goal is a difficult task on multicomputers, but it becomes definitely hard on campus-wide clusters because of many factors such as node heterogeneity, network bottlenecks and dissimilar granularity. Nevertheless, one of the main goals of the project is that DAME not represent an additional obstacle to the achievement of some speedup for parallel programs on networked computers. We claim that DAME should not burden the software homogeneous layer provided by PVM/MPI with heavy overheads. In particular, if the communication bandwidth in the underlying platform is acceptable, DAME overheads are almost independent of the number of nodes in the cluster.
DAME COMPONENTS
The explicit management of the irregularities that the parallel virtual machine does not overcome reduces the intrinsic simplicity of the SPMD programming paradigm. For example, the parallel implementation of toy algorithms on a nonuniform machine would become as complex as that of irregular programs on homogeneous and uniform platforms. In fact, as the first column of Table 1 remarks, the simplicity of the SPMD style is preserved only if the programmer can assume uniform data distribution, regular network topology, uniform and static node computational powers.
In order to preserve the ideal SPMD style without loosing efficiency, DAME provides the programmer with five supports for virtual topology (VTS), data distribution (DDS), data management (DMS), interprocess communication (ICS) and workload reconfiguration (WRS).
As Table 2 shows, each support contributes to achieve some characteristics of the virtual SPMD machine.
Virtual Topology Support
VTS embeds a virtual mesh topology into the cluster topology because SPMD programming is considerably simplified if an underlying regular platform is assumed. The virtual mesh seems the best compromise because (1) it introduces fewer virtual links than unbounded degree topologies, and (2) it does not represent a severe limitation since several computations can be immediately mapped over such a domain or can be easily reduced to it. On the other hand, cluster topology is very irregular: a networked environment usually consists of a main backbone that connects several subnets by means of repeaters and bridges (Figure 1.a) . Even if widely used protocols such as TCP-IP provide complete interconnection among nodes, efficiency issues suggest clustering together those nodes that are more closely connected to each other. For the purpose of identifying (and avoiding) communication bottlenecks, the embedding algorithm underlying VTS uses a network monitor. This algorithm aims to logically cluster together those nodes that are better connected, without assuming that the clusters have similar computing power. For this reason, it commonly happens that nodes belonging to the same physical subnet are grouped together. These groups, namely row subnets, form the rows of the virtual mesh topology. Afterwards, VTS emulates a regular mesh (that is, each row subnet has the same number of nodes) by splitting some nodes into several virtual nodes the number of which depends on the computational power of each processing unit. For example, DAME maps the irregular physical network of Figure 1 .a into the virtual mesh of Figure 1 .b.
Details about virtual topology embedding can be found in a related paper. 5 At present, VTS carries out this embedding only at the beginning of program execution.
Although VTS does not increase the number of processors at runtime, it withdraws from the pool of active processors the nodes having a relative computing speed under a specified threshold, and re-uses them if at a certain point they overcome such a threshold. In the future, we aim to enrich VTS with a runtime monitor that is able to dynamically exclude the faulty nodes.
Data Distribution Support
DDS automatically maps the data domain onto the m´n virtual mesh provided by VTS. Data entries are distributed proportionally to the computational power of each node. Node powers are benchmarked just before program execution by means of the static node monitor. For example, DDS decomposes a 2D domain, such as a dense matrix, into m groups of rows that can have different sizes since it is not guaranteed that the row subnets have the same computing speed. Thereafter, each of the m submatrices is partitioned among the nodes of a row subnet. Figure 2 points out how the resulting distribution fits the nonuniformity of nodes.
Data Management Support
DMS represents one of the most innovative features of DAME. Since DDS partitions data proportionally to the computational power of each node, the resulting distribution is usually very nonuniform. DMS, in combination with VTS, hides actual distribution and allows the programmer to deal with virtual nodes belonging to a regular topology with a uniform distribution. The virtual nodes are not distinct processes. In fact, to avoid costly context switching overheads each node executes only one process. The execution of multiple virtual nodes is emulated by adjusting the loop indices covering a larger sub-domain in more powerful processors. In addition, DMS provides the run time support for a set of data inquiry primitives that allow the programmer to locate data entries, translate local to global indexes and compute loop bounds without knowing the actual data distribution.
In such a way, the programmer deals with a logical decomposition and can adopt the ideal SPMD paradigm for 2D regular distributions. As a default choice, data are distributed in blocks. However, for algorithms that require fine grain decomposition, the programmer can choose among a wide spectrum of scatter distributions: from 2D (block, block) to (block, cyclic) until (cyclic, cyclic). All of these decompositions are transparently managed by DMS to the extent that they do not affect the program implementation carried out through data inquiry primitives.
Interprocess Communication Support
The underlying communication system is PVM-based with work being done on an MPI implementation. ICS takes advantage of the homogeneous communication layer which is already offered by frameworks such as PVM and MPI. In such a way, ICS can provide the programmer with a communication library independent of the underlying communication system. In particular, ICS in combination with VTS, gives a set of primitives (such as send, receive, horizontal and vertical multicast) that can be used on a virtually regular 2D grid. The communications are transparently translated on the basis of the patterns of the actual irregular topology.
Workload Redistribution Support
WRS masks any dynamic modification of the underlying platform by means of a runtime data migration support. At regular intervals, WRS checks the status of the platform and, if necessary, activates autonomously a mechanism that performs user data migration from overloaded to underloaded nodes. This strategy is crucial to adapt the workload to runtime machine conditions. The decision about redistribution is assumed by WRS, however the data migration is concurrently carried out by each involved subnet. WRS indicates to each node which data entries are to be sent and which are to be received. With the aim of improving efficiency, WRS can execute two kinds of reconfigurations: local and global. The local reconfiguration is executed when node power modifications can be balanced by workload changes within row subnets. The global reconfiguration is required when an entire row subnet degrades (or improves) considerably its performance with respect to the previous check-load point. In this case, one way to balance workload is to let data migrations occur among different row subnets. Further details about the activation and other phases of data migration can be found in Section 4.2.
WRS provides a partially transparent support: it does not put any responsibility for data reconfiguration on the programmer, however the programmer has to specify the check-load point and frequency. In order to preserve consistency, WRS requires the check-load function to be called by all of the processors. At present, no control is carried out by the compiler. We are studying to introduce some automatic partial solutions into DAME. Nevertheless, the solution to the problem of optimal check load frequency strictly depends on applications and computing platforms thus rendering the achievement of any global solution very difficult.
VIRTUAL SPMD MACHINE PROGRAMMING

Runtime library
The SPMD programming paradigm requires the choice of a specific data distribution and the insertion of message-passing primitives on the basis of the chosen distribution (see SPMD programming model sidebar, p. 23). For several programs running on homogeneous static platforms, it is possible to determine the best distribution during program implementation (or compilation, if the code is generated by a supercompiler) because the performance depends on static attributes. Conversely, when the computational platform is subject to dynamic variations, a fixed data distribution (established during implementation) may lead to serious inefficiencies.
A program designed on the basis of a distribution that is optimal for a given platform at a certain time may not run at all on another platform and, if the platform is shared, it risks being inefficiently executed on the same platform some time later. We believe that the best solution to preserve efficiency on these kinds of platforms consists of:
• postponing the data distribution choice until the beginning of program execution;
• implementing the parallel program on the basis of a virtual SPMD machine (in our framework, the ideal SPMD machine consists of a virtual 2D grid communication pattern and a logical 2D block distribution);
• using runtime supports that are able to translate directives to logical datadecomposition/platform into references to physical parameters of the cluster.
Toward this end, DAME provides a runtime library, namely DML (DAME Language), the theoretical foundations of which have been developed in the context of regular computations on multicomputers. 6 DML extends the PVM routine library with new functions that implement a traditional SPMD computing model on a virtual machine and a 2D logical data distribution. • Data inquiries -These are crucial in order to allow the programmer to refer to a logical data distribution without knowing actual data locations. Among these primitives there are: owner identifiers that determine the nodes owing a given set of data; local data extractors that extract from the initial data domain the part contained in the address space of the calling node; index conversions that allow the programmer to access local (global) data by means of their global (local) indexes; local loop ranges that compute lower and upper bounds of index loops in the calling node.
• Auxiliary primitives -They represent the only visible interface between traditional SPMD code and DAME. At present, there are two auxiliary primitives in DML:
DML_init() and DML_check(). The former initializes the whole DAME system, while the latter checks at runtime the workload status for dynamic load balancing (that is, it activates WRS).
Some of the DML primitives are currently built on top of PVM/MPI thus representing an auxiliary layer. In particular, this holds for the communication primitives that conform to the PVM/MPI standard by supporting several types of data exchange among nodes and among row subnets (such as fan-in, fan-out, gathering). Nevertheless, nothing in our approach depends on PVM/MPI as a building block. In particular, the double choice carried out by DAME (that is, postponing data distribution decision until runtime and supplying suitable runtime supports) yields compiled parallel programs that, in contrast to traditional SPMD codes, are independent of data distribution. The DML primitives themselves are characterized by a semantic flexibility, in the sense that, at runtime, they self-adapt the effects to any data distribution. We believe that such a solution is essential in order to allow programs to run on variable machines that, for preserving load balancing, often require data distribution changes.
Runtime interactions between DML primitives and DAME
Each call to a DML primitive activates one or more DAME supports. Figure 3 illustrates a typical DML program and how its primitives interact at runtime with the DAME components.
Let us distinguish the initialization from the execution phase.
In the initialization phase, the DML_init() call occurring at the beginning of the program activates VTS and DDS (see upper arrows in Figure 3 ). VTS applies the network monitor to the available cluster. This monitor gives the input parameters to the heuristics that choose the embedding of a 2D virtual mesh in the heterogeneous cluster. After that, DDS evaluates the computing power of each node of the cluster by means of the node monitor. On the basis of these benchmarks, DDS is able to choose the best balanced data distribution on that virtual machine.
In the execution phase, DAME solves the DML function calls that concern SPMD algorithms. Each call activates some DAME support (see black arrows in Figure 3 ): message passing primitives and global operations require the ICS to perform communications among the virtual nodes defined by VTS; data inquiry primitives, owner computing rules and any other predicate that refers to the logical data distribution are solved by DMS.
In addition, during the execution phase, a call to the DML function DML_check(k) activates WRS that re-evaluates the best data decomposition and, if necessary, redistributes data. The parameter k denotes the frequency of the check-load activation as a function of the number of main iteration cycles. In the current version of DAME, the execution of a DML_check(k) call consists of four phases: process synchronization, runtime node monitoring, decision algorithm, and data redistribution. A DML_check(k) call establishes a barrier every k cycles. After program execution is interrupted, information about current computational power is gathered by the runtime node monitor. Workload parameters are sent to the master (a single node, possibly the most powerful, plays the master role) that executes the decision algorithm. If heavy modifications have occurred, the exceeding sets of data are sent to adjacent nodes (data redistribution) and the processes running on each node are modified by automatically updating the loop ranges. However, the redistribution is not performed by the master because it only indicates to each node which data are to be sent and to be received. In this way, every row subnet can concurrently redistribute data among its nodes. As the gray arrows show in Figure 3 , the data reconfiguration process requires the intervention of DMS and ICS, and affects the data structures that (in DMS and VTS) define the logical decomposition/platform from the actual data distribution on the real machine.
Some of the solutions adopted in the current WRS implementation, such as global synchronization and centralized decision, could seem not optimal from the point of view of efficiency. However, they ensure a simple and accurate reconfiguration process: data can be rearranged on the basis of actual computing speed and with the guarantee that all processes reached the same execution point. The scalability of the algorithms underlying WRS is satisfying in most of the phases of the DML_check(k) function. The process synchronization is clearly not scalable, however we are working for enriching WRS with an asynchronous activation protocol 7 . The runtime node monitoring and decision algorithm do not cause problems because the former is concurrently executed, while the latter has a very low computational cost. The local data redistribution phase is quite scalable if new subnets are added to the computer platform, while if new nodes are added to the same subnet, the performance degrades because of augmented transmission conflicts. Nevertheless, even in this latter instance, the number of messages per node is kept constant. We achieved an acceptable scalability of the global data redistribution phase by differentiating the local redistribution from the data migration among subnets. Although this latter is only partially scalable, its limits are entirely due to the network bandwidth.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experiments, we used ten workstations (three SUN SPARCstations, three IBM RISC 6000 and four HP 9000) that provide a hardware heterogeneous, data homogeneous and nonuniform computing platform. The machines are connected through an Ethernet-based local area network that is composed of three physical subnets: namely A, B, and C, where A contains four moderately nonuniform nodes, B consists of four highly nonuniform workstations, while C contains two uniform nodes. In particular, we have evaluated that, when no user process is running, the variance among computing speeds within the subnet A is about 20% of the average power, while in the cluster B two nodes have a computing speed that is 50% less than the fastest node speed of the subnet. By considering the whole set of workstations, we measured that the variance among computing speeds is about 30% of the average power, while intersubnet communication times are about four times higher than intra-subnet times.
On this computing platform, we implemented several SPMD numerical algorithms such as Gaussian and Cholesky factorization, SOR, point and block Jacobi. Here we discuss the results obtained by the LU factorization algorithm (see sidebar 'An example of DML node program') and the parallel solution of the 2D heat equation, because they are representative of the performance achievable by the DAME environment in its version implemented on top of PVM 3.3.
For the workload reconfiguration tests, we also considered an iterative algorithm based on explicit forward approximation for the solution of the two dimensional heat equation. We carried out the runs during night hours when we had dedicated workstations and we could assume (almost) exclusive access to the network. We evaluated the performance of the data management support under ideal conditions (that is, a static environment). Moreover, we tested the workload reconfiguration support by loading some workstation with synthetic workloads in order to emulate CPU contentions (that is, a variable environment). Since even during night hours a distributed system cannot be considered a stable computing platform, we reduced the variability of execution times by carrying out five repeated runs for each experiment. Each value shown in the following figures is the average of these five execution times. However, in our experiments we did not measure variations higher than 10% between the execution times.
Data management
We have carried out the first set of experiments aiming towards a twofold goal: demonstrating that DAME does not add much overhead to the execution times under static conditions, and evaluating the advantages of an irregular data distribution for a nonuniform computing platform. We compared the performance of DAME with those of popular frameworks that run on clusters: the PVM package and the ScaLAPACK library of parallel routines for dense linear algebra (in the version implemented on top of PVM BLACS). Although PVM and ScaLAPACK allow the programmer to implement parallel codes for heterogeneous clusters, they provide a uniform data distribution that does not take into account the differences among the computing powers of the nodes of the platform. A programmer could achieve better load balancing by producing more processes than available nodes and assigning them on the basis of the initial computing power. We adopted this static optimization for ScaLAPACK. However, this is a manual method that requires a certain knowledge of the physical computing platform (thus contradicting the transparency goals followed by DAME), and it does not work for variable environments unless an automatic process migration support is provided.
The experiments were executed on subnet A and subnet B, each providing a different degree of node nonuniformity (20% and 40%, respectively). In both cases we adopted the 2´2 mesh as the virtual platform, the LU factorization as the test algorithm and varied the matrix size from 600 until 2000. We chose nodes belonging to the same physical cluster in order to reduce the impact of inter-subnet communications.
The first comparison is between PVM and DAME codes for block matrix decomposition. The LU factorization program adopted for the DAME experiments is described in the Sidebar An example of DML node program. It is a source C code with explicit calls to communications and data inquiry DML primitives. The actual data distribution (that is, a nonuniform block decomposition) is completely ignored by the programmer because it is automatically determined by DAME on the basis of the state of the platform at startup time.
This also represents the main difference with the PVM code implementation. In this latter case, we had to choose a uniform decomposition and explicitly implement the data inquiry primitives. Figure 4 shows the execution times of PVM and DAME codes as a function of the matrix size. Although DAME has to solve most of the data inquiry primitives at run-time, the adoption of a nonuniform data distribution allows the DML code to achieve the best results. In particular, on the moderately nonuniform subnet A, the reduction of the execution times is about 12-15%. When the platform is more nonuniform, such as in the subnet B, the execution time improvements can achieve 30%. The main motivation for those results is quite intuitive: a uniform data distribution forces the program to wait for the slowest node of the platform at each synchronization point of the user program, while DAME is able to adapt the decomposition to the actual speeds of nodes. For higher number of nodes, we can expect that the node nonuniformity grows thus determining even bigger advantages for DAME.
The second comparison is between DAME and the ScaLAPACK library. Since these frameworks have different supports for managing scattered decompositions, we compared their execution times by choosing the data decomposition granularity that was optimal for each of them. The source program for the DAME code is the same adopted in the previous experiments. The only difference is that we set the parameter decomposition to scattered, and determined the granularity by specifying the number of blocks to which the DDS support applies the nonuniform decomposition. The best granularity for LU factorization on DAME varies as a function of the size of the data domain. For example, we observed that 4 scatter blocks gave the best results for n<800 and 25 blocks for n=1200. This result comes out from the tradeoff between additional costs for managing highly scattered distributions and inefficiencies due to idle processors when nearly block distributions are adopted for LU factorization.
For the ScaLAPACK library, we adopted the test routine xdlu with blocksize NB=10 that gave best performance on our platform having processor grid P´Q=2. For the 40% nonuniformity instances, we assumed that the programmer knows the status of the computing platform. In such a way, we further improved ScaLAPACK performance by assigning one application process to each slow node and two processes to the most powerful nodes. Figure 5 shows the experimental results achieved by DAME and ScaLAPACK on subnet A and subnet B. The DAME nonuniform data distribution improves performance even if some manual optimization is adopted for ScaLAPACK. Similar results have also been obtained by using not optimal granularity for ScaLAPACK (e.g., NB=1, NB=50, NB=100) and for other test programs such as the QR factorization.
The second set of experiments focuses on the speedup achieved by the DAME environment for higher number of nodes and multiple subnets. The speedup is a critical measure for any parallel computation carried out on a distributed system, mainly if it consists of nonuniform nodes located in different physical subnets. In these cases the interconnection network represents a bottleneck that, combined with the node nonuniformity, prevents most of the attempts of achieving satisfactory performances. Even if DAME cannot overcome the problems due to communication bandwidth, we demonstrated that a nonuniform data decomposition allows monotonic growing speedup until the communication bottlenecks do not prevail over the communication time (that is, when the network is busy and/or the nodes belong to too many physical subnets). In fact, the definition of speedup itself is an open question when we refer to parallel computations on heterogeneous distributed systems. We chose the following common definition of speedup on p nodes: S(p)=T min (1)/T(p), where T min (1) is the best sequential user time on the fastest processor of the platform. The theoretic speedup is evaluated with respect to the best parallel execution time achievable by a uniform data decomposition that is, T(p)=T max (1)/p where T max (1) is the sequential time obtained on the slowest node. Figure 6 shows the speedup values as a function of the number of nodes p for PVM, DAME and DAME with (forced) uniform data decomposition. In the experiments we adopted all ten nodes of our computing platform. In particular, nodes 1-4 belong to the subnet A, nodes 5-8 to the subnet B, and nodes 9-10 to the subnet C. Within each subnet, the nodes are ordered in accord with increasing values of computing power. Figure 6 demonstrates that, if we adopt a uniform data distribution, the addition of a workstation to the computing platform does not ensure an improvement of the total execution time because the overall performance is limited by the slowest machine. On the other hand, DAME with nonuniform data decomposition achieves results close to theoretic speedup when the nodes belong to the same physical subnet.
Using nodes of different subnets increases communication costs, and causes the rough separation of the speedup from the theoretic limit in correspondence of node 5 and node 9.
Workload reconfiguration
In a variable environment, where multiple users can access the same node, the data redistribution support plays a crucial role in the achievement of some speedup. On the other hand, any support like the WRS introduces some overhead in the execution time. The main goal of this Section is to evaluate the conditions for which the performance degradation caused by load unbalance is larger than the overhead due to the DML_check() primitive that activates WRS. We adopted subnet A as computing platform, and emulated a shared environment by introducing some synthetic workloads during program execution. In particular, we provided two kinds of synthetic workloads for each node: the former job causes a node performance degradation of about 20% (light overhead), while the latter reduces node performance of about 40% (heavy overhead). In order to maintain the computational power of the platform over a given threshold, we burdened one node at a time: at the beginning of LU program execution, one node executes the artificial process; after 200 iteration steps, the first node interrupts the execution of this process, and the second one activates it. This action is repeated every 200 steps. We ran four versions of the block LU decomposition: two without DML_check() calls (that is, PVM and DAME-0 check), one program calls DML_check() at iteration step n/2 (DAME-1 check), and one at steps n/4, n/2, 3n/4 (DAME-3 checks).
The first set of experiments refers to light overheads. Figure 7 shows the execution times for the four test algorithms as a function of the matrix size. DAME-1 check is the only program that provides a consistent reduction of the execution time. DAME-3 checks is affected by excessive overheads to the extent that it achieves worse performances than DAME-0 check results.
On the other hand, the little difference between PVM and DAME-0 check execution times evidences that the workload variability reduces the advantages of a nonuniform data distribution such as that adopted in DAME. To appreciate the difference, compare these results with those relative to a static platform (shown in Figure 4 ).
In the second set of experiments, we emulated a higher platform variability by using heavy overheads. The execution times of the four test programs are shown in Figure 8 . The little difference between DAME-0 check and PVM curves demonstrates that the positive effects of using only the nonuniform data distribution are negligible when the platform is highly variable.
On the other hand, the dynamic load balancing support assumes a crucial role: both DAME-1 check and DAME-3 checks have lower execution times than PVM and DAME-0. In particular, when the data domain is large (that is, n>800), DAME-3 checks reduces the execution time of about 30%.
In the last set of experiments, we adopted as test program the parallel solution of the heat equation on a two dimensional domain. This algorithm evaluates the temperature of each grid point by means of a suitable linear combination of the temperature of its adjacent points at the previous time step according to the finite difference method. In particular, we solved the problem for a 200´1500 grid and 100 iteration steps on a computing platform consisting of six nonuniform workstations belonging to the subnets B and C. By fixing the overall number of time steps, it is possible determine the duration of the computation without augmenting the size of the problem. In such a way, we could easily test DAME on computations having longer CPU time than LU factorization. To emulate a shared platform we burdened three nodes with synthetic workloads that reduced the computing power of each machine of about 40%. The execution times of these artificial processes had fixed lengths, while the intervals between two activations on each node were independent random variables exponentially distributed with mean equal to 100 seconds. We compare three DAME programs: DAME uniform does not balance the domain with respect to nonuniformity of node powers, DAME-0 check adopts a static load balancing at the beginning of program execution, and DAME-20 checks uses dynamic load redistribution. Figure 9 shows that on highly variable platforms, the dynamic reconfiguration is necessary to preserve an acceptable speedup, and the DML_check() overheads are entirely offset by the load balancing benefits.
All of the previous experiments were carried out by pre-determining statically the frequency of the DML_check() calls. In fact, the optimal DML_check() insertion for any SPMD algorithm and platform is a critical issue. To give an idea about this open problem, in the last set of experiments we adopted the same program for 2D heat equation, and modified the frequency of check-load calls (from 0 to 15). We created two scenarios by varying the activation intervals of synthetic workloads: the former was characterized by frequent workload variations (each node modified its computing speed every 40 seconds in average); the latter was less variable (the status of the platform did not change for periods of 100 seconds in average). Figure 10 shows the execution times of the test program running in the two scenarios as a function of the number of DML_check() calls. In both cases, the curves show a minimum that gives an idea about the optimal frequency of the check-load calls. In the former scenario (frequent workload variations) dynamic reconfigurations reduce the execution time until ten check-load calls are used. In the latter scenario (low frequency), the performance improves for low number of check-load calls, while it decreases for more than four DML_check() calls.
These results show the trade-off existing between the two overheads that affect the execution of a program running on a variable platform: the unbalancing overhead that is reduced by means of frequent check-load calls; the reconfiguration overhead that grows linearly with the number of check-load calls. If the dynamic reconfiguration process is implemented efficiently, the reconfiguration overhead prevails on the unbalancing overhead only when the number of check-load calls overcomes a given number. This threshold, which represents the optimal frequency of check-load calls, depends on several parameters: parallel application, platform characteristics (computing power, communication costs, variability), and reconfiguration support. These issues render very difficult to give any general solution to the problem of the optimal frequency. Our limited experiments show that on our platform the best number of DML_check() calls increases with the workload variation frequency. In order to assist the programmer in setting this crucial parameter, we are currently studying a model that, on the basis of some platform parameters and application characteristics, gives an approximate number of check-load calls that is often close to the optimum.
RELATED WORK
The first interesting results in the research of adapting parallelism to distributed systems were obtained by Nedeljkovic and Quinn. They proposed a compiler and a modification of the runtime system of Dataparallel C (DPC) by adapting it to heterogeneous networks and providing transparent workload migration. 9 DPC presents some similarities with DAME's goals even if they are achieved in a completely different way. In particular, DPC provides a SIMD programming language that is oriented to virtual processors without explicit communication primitives. On the other hand, DAME supports a wider programming model such as the DML message-passing library for SPMD data parallel computations. In addition, DAME achieves dynamic load balancing by means of data migration only, while DPC dynamically changes the number of virtual processors emulated by each physical node. Even if the migration occurs at a very fine grain level of virtual processes, it involves global information such as the global stack that requires the processes to be executed in SIMD fashion. Moreover, since DAME is partially built over PVM or MPI, it inherits all the portability advantages of these frameworks.
PVM hides the heterogeneity due to the different operating systems and communication layers but it does not overcome the potential inefficiencies due both to computational node heterogeneity and the unpredictable variability of the available shared resources. Analogous features characterize the versions of MPI running on clusters.
Two interesting proposals for enriching PVM-based applications with supports for adapting workload to workstation conditions are MPVM and UPVM. 10 The former provides processor virtualization and migration at the level of Unix processes while the latter is obtained at thread level. The third proposal, which comes from the same authors, is ADM that has objectives quite similar to DAME. ADM provides the programmer with a set of functions that achieve load balancing through data migration. Nevertheless, while virtual processor migration is transparently performed by MPVM and UPVM, the ADM supports for data movement (differently from DAME) are not hidden from the programmer yet.
Other frameworks with analogous goals are more distant from DAME because they are oriented either to SIMD languages (such as HyperC 11 ) or to a virtual shared memory paradigm (such as Piranha that dynamically adapts Linda computations to the number of available workstations 12 ). One of the main contributions of DAME is that none of the frameworks for adaptive parallelism are oriented to SPMD programs with explicit message-passing primitives and transparent supports for static and dynamic load balancing.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES
The DAME environment solves some of the intrinsic difficulties of adopting the SPMD programming style in nonuniform and time-varying network platforms. To this purpose, DAME provides a virtual SPMD machine that overcomes most of the differences that still distinguish the parallel virtual machine supplied by PVM/MPI from an ideal SPMD machine.
The virtualization is achieved thanks to transparent supports that hide irregularities of the network topology, automatically distributing workload in a way which is proportional to the current computational power of each node, masking any modification of the underlying platform by means of dynamic data migration. These supports underlie the DML runtime library of primitives that allow the programmer (or the supercompiler) to produce a parallel program referring to the virtual SPMD machine without explicit accesses to real nodes and data locations that are irregularly connected and nonuniform, respectively. The satisfying experimental results demonstrate that DAME is an efficient environment for SPMD network computing and also that it preserves efficiency when the platform is subject to consistent workload variations.
We are currently working on implementing DAME on top of MPI/cluster. Much work remains in improving DAME effectiveness via algorithms for optimal node clustering, decision strategies for dynamic load balancing and optimal check-load frequency evaluation. In addition, we plan to extend DAME by exploring how to provide a dynamic fault recovery environment for data parallel programs.
Sidebar: Basic glossary for cluster computing
Heterogeneous machine -Machine having heterogeneous nodes. In particular, the machine is system heterogeneous when the nodes have different operating systems, data heterogeneous when the components adopt different data representation, hardware heterogeneous when the nodes have different processor architectures, caches, RAM, disks.
Nonuniform machine -Machine having nodes with different computing speeds.
Variable machine -Machine that, being shared among several users, has nodes with variable computing speeds. The node powers can vary during computation's lifetime or from one computation to another.
Irregular machine -Machines having nodes connected by means of an irregular network (typically a LAN) that does not conform to regular topologies such as mesh, torus, hypercube.
Campus-wide clusters -a loosely-coupled network of shared heterogeneous nodes, that will be generally scattered across a campus. 1 Glass-house clusters -a network of dedicated heterogeneous nodes, that will typically be located together in a geographically compact arrangement (a glass-house). 
Sidebar: SPMD programming model
The Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm, originally defined by Karp, 1 is the most widely adopted programming style for a large class of problems. SPMD is sometimes adopted as synonymous with data parallelism, even if some authors prefer to use this latter term for denoting programs that do not contain explicit message-passing primitives (automatically inserted by supercompilers such as HPF) but only specify data distribution.
By following the SPMD model, the programmer (or the supercompiler) generates a single program that every node executes on a different portion of the data domain. The different evaluation of some predicate occurring in conditional statements allows each node to take different paths through the program. The implementation of an SPMD program is carried out into two major phases: data distribution choice and parallel program generation.
The data distribution choice determines the mapping of data onto nodes. It strongly influences load balancing because, in SPMD computations, workload is directly proportional to the number of data entries assigned to each node. In the case of regular computations on uniform machines, the choice of the best data distribution is not particularly difficult because all the nodes are assumed to be identical. In the case of irregular computations, instead, load balancing requirements need more complex data distributions that often can be decided only at runtime.
Analogous difficulties occur when the machine platform is nonuniform and variable.
The parallel program generation translates the sequential algorithm into the SPMD program.
In most languages this phase depends on the chosen data distribution. It involves four main tasks:
1. Getting node and environmental information that are crucial to establish the role that each node has to play in the SPMD program.
2. Accessing data by means of data inquiry functions that convert global-to-local and localto-global indexes, extract local data from global data domains, verify whether a data entry is held by a certain node or subset of nodes, and so on.
3. Inserting message-passing primitives to exchange data entries which are located in the address space of other nodes.
4. Carrying out operations on directly accessible data.
Traditional message passing languages, such as NX/2, Vertex, Express, MPI, 2,3 provide the programmer with several primitives that simplify parallel program generation. These primitives can be roughly divided into three classes:
• Node inquiries -They are crucial for task 1 because they give two kinds of information:
local (e.g., node identifier) and environmental (e.g., number of active nodes). In the case of languages that support node grouping, node inquiries give also information about group identifiers, node identifier relative to a group, number of groups, and number of nodes belonging to a group.
• Communications -The communication primitives are adopted for task 3. Most of the languages supply communications with several scopes: node-to-node, node-to-subset (multicast if is the subset is properly defined, broadcast if the subset is the entire set of nodes), subset-to-subset (that can became all-to-all).
• Global Reductions -The global reduction operations differ from the communications mainly because they originate from a subset and, usually, involve a reduction operator such as null, maximum, sum, multiplication. Source nodes originate the flow and the direction is towards the destination node; intermediate nodes wait until all the messages from their immediate descendants have arrived, possibly apply the reduction operator, and send the result to their parent. The resulting data can be left in a single node or in all the subset.
It should be remarked that most of message-passing languages do not support data inquiry functions. Therefore, they have to be explicitly implemented by the programmer on the basis of the data distribution that is chosen in the first phase.
Sidebar: An example of DML node program
We consider the parallelization of the kij-version of the LU factorization algorithm in its naive form that is, without the introduction of send-ahead communications. 1 This program is characterized by three main phases: inizialization, multiplier computation and matrix updating.
The main loop k is not affected by the parallelization, while the ranges of loops i and j are modified by the local loop ranges functions, namely DML_near_row() and DML_near_col().
Local data entries are determined by means of the local data extractor DML_my_data(A,*,*) that extracts from the data domain A the part which is contained in the address space of DML_my_node.
The functions for index conversion, such as DML_l_row() and DML_l_col(), take as argument a global row (column) index and return the equivalent local row (column) index within the address space of DML_my_node. Before the updating phase can be accomplished, at step k, each node has to know the entries of the k-th row and multipliers. Since a 2D decomposition is assumed, both these vectors have to be communicated. The locality predicates such as DML_in_my_rownet() and DML_in_my_colnet() check whether the specified entries are contained within the address space of DML_my_node. The following program, explicitly written for a 2D logical decomposition, works well also for any regular and irregular data distribution thanks to the semantic flexibility of the DML primitives (written in bold and described in Table   A ).
DML PROGRAM: LU FACTORIZATION
Function Action
DML_my_data(A,r,c) When parameters are (A,*,*) this function returns the portion of matrix A which is owned by my_node; for (A,r,*) and (A,*,c) it returns the row r and column c in my_node, respectively.
DML_l_row(A,k);
Translates the global row index k into the equivalent local row index within the address space of my_node.
DML_l_col(A,k);
Translates the global column index k into the equivalent local column index within the address space of my_node.
DML_near_row(A,k);
Translates the global row index k into the local row index l which is nearest to k. Assuming that the first and last rows held by my_node are fr and lr, three cases are in order: if k<fr, it returns l=0; if k>lr, it returns the local index of the last row located in my_node; otherwise, it behaves analogously to DML_l_row().
DML_near_col(A,k);
Translates the global column index k into the local column index which is nearest to k. Analogous instances of DML_near_row() have to be considered.
DML_max_row(A);
Returns the local index of the last row of matrix A which is contained in the address space of DML_my_node().
DML_max_col(A);
Returns the local index of the last column of matrix A which is contained in the address space of DML_my_node().
DML_in_my_rownet (A,k)
Returns TRUE if some entries of row k are located in the address space of DML_my_node().
DML_in_my_colnet (A,k)
Returns TRUE if some entries of column k are located in the address space of DML_my_node().
DML_row_fan_out
(msg,length(msg),tag) Broadcasts along the vertical direction the local part of the row contained in msg. When the domain is irregularly distributed ( Figure  2 ), ICS transparently decomposes msg into multiple messages so that, through DML_row_receive(), each node can receive the right portion of the row.
DML_col_fan_out
(msg,length(msg),tag) Broadcasts along the horizontal direction the local part of the column contained in msg. The message may be decomposed into multiple messages that are received through DML_col_receive().
DML_row_receive
(msg,length(msg),tag) Receives the portion of row that corresponds to the column indexes held by DML_my_node().
DML_col_receive
(msg,length(msg),tag) Receives the portion of column that corresponds to the row indexes held by DML_my_node().
DML_check(interval,type)
It activates WRS every interval steps and, possibly, causes data redistribution. 
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Adapting data distribution to static platform conditions
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Adapting data distribution to PVM uniform DAME 0 check DAME 1 check DAME 3 checks matrix size Exec. time (sec.) Figure 7 . Execution times of LU factorization programs with block decomposition implemented in PVM, DAME without DML_check() calls, DAME with one DML_check() call, and DAME with three DML_check() calls. The platform is composed of four heterogeneous workstations subject to light workload variations. PVM uniform DAME 0 check DAME 1 check DAME 3 checks matrix size Exec. time (sec.) Figure 8 . Execution times of LU factorization programs with block decomposition implemented in PVM, DAME without DML_check() calls, DAME with one DML_check() call, and DAME with three DML_check() calls. The platform is composed of four heterogeneous workstations subject to heavy workload variations. The experiments were carried out on six machines, three of which were subject to workload variations with low frequency. The experiments were carried out on six machines, three of which were subject to workload variations (with low and high frequency).
